Tough Customers Are No Problem
For Sol-O-matic

CACO Manufacturing Corporation has been the leader in manufacturing rugged, attractive Laundromat furnishings for over 47 years.

We have combined fiberglass and its ability to withstand heat, humidity, chemicals, and rough treatment with treated steel and other quality components to give store owners special equipment designed to do its job without constant maintenance. Colorful and attractive, without sacrificing strength and durability, they make customers feel welcome and at home while withstanding their abuses year in and year out.

Sol-O-matic® also offers a line of high-pressure laminate furnishings designed for the laundry and dry cleaning field. Please ask for a brochure.

Folding Tables

Sol-O-matic® Fiberglass Folding Tables provide colorful eye-appealing work surfaces that are seamless, easy-to-clean, and chemical resistant. The molded-in stop ledges greatly increase the usable table surface without requiring additional floor space. The tables are available with a number of accessories and options to even further enhance their customer pleasing convenience, i.e. clothes racks, upper shelves, built-in trash containers, etc. Durability personified, as many of our tables have been in service for over 30 years!

Seamless Surfaces
Easily Cleaned and Chemical Resistant

Seat Table Units

The sturdy single-unit design of our Sol-O-matic® Seat-Table Units eliminates loose chair problems and provides customers with safe, easy-to-clean accommodations. They are available in a wide variety of models and colors for indoor or outdoor use and are excellent for customer lounge areas, patios, snack bars, etc.

Seat and table styles and colors can be matched for a custom decorated look that will impress wherever they are used.

Modern and Attractive

Sturdy Single-unit Design

Sol-O-matic® trash can covers and built-in under-table trash bins are designed to eliminate clutter in high traffic areas while turning a potential eyesore into decor compliments.

Quality, Durability, Dependability

Bench Seating

The comfortably contoured fiberglass seats and laminated tabletops come in a variety of matching colors to harmonize with or highlight any decor. Smooth, wear resistant, and easily cleaned, they keep their new look for years.

Standard Colors

- Holly Red
- White
- Royal Blue
- Mint Green
- Sky Blue
- Forest Green
- Coral
- Orange
- Burgundy
- Maroon
- Hunter Green
- Navy Blue

Comfortably Contoured

Sol-O-matic® Modular Seating Units can furnish any store with seating custom tailored to its space requirements, decorating concepts, and customer needs.